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Abstract 

Micro-impact, a novel accelerated test method for assessing coating durability under 

repetitive contact, has been developed to concentrate impact-induced stresses close to the 

interfaces in coating systems. Test results are described for carbon coatings on hardened tool 

steel and nitride-based coatings on cemented carbide. At higher load it was possible to show 

the increasing contribution of the substrate properties (load support and ductility) to the 
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coating system response whilst retaining high sensitivity to the coating properties. Hard and 

elastic carbon coatings on hardened tool steel displayed very low impact resistance under 

these conditions. Relatively soft carbon-based coatings with more metallic character and high 

plasticity (low H/E) deposited on hard but tough tool steel were resistant to radial cracking 

and lateral fracture at high load. Lateral fracture at high load and extensive substrate cracking 

was observed at higher load for hard nitrides on cemented carbide. The micro-impact test has 

the potential to significantly speed up the pace of coating system selection for durability 

under highly loaded repetitive contacts, as occur in coatings applications in engine 

components and in discontinuous cutting operations. 

1. Introduction 

Resistance to repetitive impact is critical for many applications of coatings, including engine 

components and discontinuous cutting operations such as milling [1-3]. Cyclic impact tests 

have revealed deformation mechanisms not observed in single-cycle tests [4] and have been 

used as model tests for determining coating durability [1,3,5,6]. Deformation and failure 

mechanisms depend on applied load and indenter sharpness [7]. In macro-scale impact tests 

using mm-sized WC indenters at small t/R (t = coating thickness, R = indenter radius), the 

stresses for plasticity are far into the substrate and the fatigue behaviour is influenced by 

substrate properties [1,8-10]. Knotek reported that CrN coatings had improved impact 

resistance when deposited on tool steel in comparison to hard metal substrate [1]. Rapid 

nano-impact tests with sharp cube corner diamond indenters at higher t/R are very sensitive to 

small changes in coating brittleness and have shown excellent correlation to coating 

performance in applications [3]. To fill the gap between these ranges, the micro-impact test 

has been developed as a fully instrumented accelerated technique sensitive to coating and 

substrate together where stresses can be concentrated near interface(s) in the system [11-12]. 

A nanomechanical system has been adapted to monitor impact-induced surface damage 
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produced by repetitive high strain rate impacting with a diamond probe as described in [11-

12]. In this letter we have directly compared the impact behaviour of coatings on hardened 

tool steel (HTS) and cemented carbide (hard metal, HM) substrates to determine the linkages 

between (1) substrate ductility, (2) substrate load carrying capacity and resultant coating 

bending strains (3) on impact resistance and failure mechanisms, and also to propose key test 

metrics for assessing coating durability. The coating-substrate systems were chosen for their 

industrial relevance in engine applications and high performance metal cutting. 

2. Materials and methods 

Carbon coatings were graded C/Cr and graded a-C:H deposited on hardened M42 steel 

(Graphit-IC and Dymon-IC from Teer Coatings) and WC/C (a-C:H:W with CrN sublayer) on 

hardened M2 steel (Balinit C Star from Oerlikon Balzers). The TiAlN-based coatings were 

Ti0.25Al0.65Cr0.1N and Ti0.1Al0.70Cr0.2N (Kobelco), all deposited on WC-5wt.% Co HM 

substrate (Sandvik). 

Micro-impact tests were performed with a NanoTest Vantage (Micro Materials Ltd.) with 

spheroconical diamond indenters of end radii 17-20 m and coil forces of 500-2500 mN. The 

applied loads were chosen to produce a range of load- and coating- dependent impact 

deformation response within the short test duration. The probe was retracted 40 µm away 

from the sample surface and rapidly accelerated to the surface to produce each impact. The 

test duration was 300 s with 1 impact every 4 s. Every test was repeated 3-5 times. Hardness 

(H) and elastic modulus (E) were determined by nanoindentation (NanoTest system, Micro 

Materials Ltd.) and are summarised in the Table, along with the coating thickness (tf).  

Table. Mechanical properties of coatings and substrates 

Sample tf (µm) H (GPa) E (GPa) H/E H3/E2 (GPa) 
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C/Cr 2.5 13.9 ± 4.0 182 ± 47 0.077 0.082 

a-C:H on M42 2.8 17.0 ± 3.6 140 ± 24 0.122 0.25 

WC/C 3.0 11.5 ± 0.9 161 ± 7 0.071 0.059 

TiAl70CrN 1.6 27.5 ± 6.5 467 ± 62 0.059 0.095 

TiAl65CrN 2.5 27.8 ± 1.5 445 ± 26 0.062 0.108 

HM (bulk) 19.1 ± 1.2 642 ± 26 0.030 0.017 

HTS (bulk) 12 ± 1 210 ± 20 0.057 0.039 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

Under the applied loads and probe sharpness used, the micro-impact tests represent severe 

contact conditions for the coatings so that failures occur within the 5 min test duration even 

with the HTS and HM substrates which provide strong load support to the coatings. In 

comparison, when carbon coatings were deposited on softer substrates such as non-hardened 

M2 steel or 316 L stainless steel, complete coating failure occurred on initial impact at lower 

load than was used in this study [13]. 

SEM images in Figure 1 illustrate the major impact-induced cracking behaviours observed. 

Cracking was concentrated at the periphery of the impact craters where tensile stresses were 

highest. There was extensive lateral fracture from 500-750 mN for the a-C:H coating on HTS, 

which can expose the Cr bond layer (as in EDX analysis in fig.1(a) inset). Ring cracking was 

observed on the WC/C and C/Cr coatings, with radial cracking from 1000 and 1750 mN 

respectively but lateral cracking was not observed to 2000 mN (fig. 1(b)) which was the 

highest load used for the carbon coatings. The coatings on HM showed ring and radial 

cracking from 750 mN (fig. 1(c)). Lateral coating fracture with extensive substrate fracture 
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(fig. 1(d)) occurred at higher load, from 750-1000 mN on Ti0.10Al0.70Cr0.2N and from 1500-

1750 mN on Ti0.25Al0.65Cr0.1N. 

 

Figure 1 SEM images of (a) 750 mN a-C:H with EDX maps shown in insets - C (red) and Cr 

(green); (b) 2000 mN C/Cr; (c) 750 mN TiAl70CrN; (d) 2250 mN TiAl70CrN (inset BSE 

image). Full arrows - small radial cracks in (b,c); dotted arrows - single ring crack in (c). 

 

Figure 2 (a) impact depth and (b) depth change vs. impact cycles at 1500 mN 
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Further information is provided by monitoring the impact depth during the test. Figure 2 (a) 

shows typical probe depth data during 1500 mN tests. Most of the plastic deformation and the 

circumferential/radial cracking (if present) occurred during the first impact [14]. Subsequent 

cycle-by-cycle evolving coating damage can be more clearly shown by replotting data as 

depth changes (i.e. [depth – depth after first impact]) as in fig. 2(b). On continued impact, 

there was a gradual increase in depth due to plasticity which reduced as contact approached 

fully elastic behaviour and the depth approached a plateau before lateral cracking due to 

fatigue. When lateral fracture occurred, the final depth change (final impact depth – depth 

after first impact) was higher irrespective of substrate (fig. 2(b)).  

As shown in the Table, the HM substrate is harder and stiffer than HTS and provided greater 

load carrying capacity and therefore lower deformation shown by smaller initial depths in fig. 

2(a). The carbon coatings were subjected to higher bending strains on HTS. The a-C:H has 

low plasticity (high H/E) and was too brittle, undergoing lateral fracture from 750 mN. In 

contrast, the softer C/Cr and WC/C coatings, with more metallic character and higher 

plasticity were markedly more resistant to radial cracking and lateral fracture. 

Lateral fracture was unavoidable at high load for the harder coatings on HM.  Fig. 3 (a) 

shows the load dependence of the mean and standard deviation of the depth increase through 

the test ([final depth – depth after first impact]). For the three coatings susceptible to lateral 

fracture, the number of impacts required to produce it are shown in fig. 3(b). The effect of the 

lower ductility of the HM substrate was more apparent for thinner coatings and/or at higher 

load. At low load the HM provides enhanced load carrying capacity but as the load increased 

the number of impacts required to cause lateral fracture reduces and on the TiAl70CrN is 

then lower than that on a-C:H due to the limited ductility of the HM substrate and lower 

coating thickness. The break-up of the carbide skeleton resulted in abrupt depth reductions 
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prior to transition to faster damage rate and further increases as the test progressed (neither of 

which were observed on HTS where the depth levelled off after coating failure).  

 

Figure 3 Load dependence of (a) depth increases (b) time-to-lateral fracture (no lateral 

fracture for C/Cr, WC/C and WC-Co) 

HTS is more ductile than HM, which aids damage tolerance of the coating systems at higher 

load, where on higher plasticity coatings lateral fracture was completely suppressed under the 

test conditions. The combination of a coating with high plasticity and a tough substrate 

appears beneficial for impact resistance. Ramirez and co-workers reported enhanced impact 

resistance for soft W-doped carbon films in comparison to TiN when both were deposited on 

cold-work steel [8]. For AlCrN coatings, Yang and co-workers noted that, although HM 

provides better load support and resistance to crack initiation, the tougher tool steel displays 

better damage tolerance by resisting crack propagation more effectively [9].  

4. Conclusions 

Carbon-based coatings with moderate hardness and high plasticity (low H/E) on HTS were 

resistant to radial cracking and lateral fracture in the micro-impact test. Despite the greater 

load carrying capacity of the HM, substrate lateral fracture at high load and extensive 

substrate cracking was observed at higher load for all the nitride coatings studied.  When 
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comparing tests at different applied load or on different substrates, the change in depth after 

the initial impact can provide a more useful indicator of the extent of coating failure than the 

final impact depth.  
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